CALL FOR SPEAKERS
The editors of the Competition Law Journal are delighted to announce the

11th Annual Junior Competition
Conference (JCC)
2pm, 8 September 2017
To be held at the Competition Appeal Tribunal, London

The JCC is targeted at junior members of the competition law community, from all professional
backgrounds, and provides a unique forum for these practitioners to express views, exchange
ideas and get to know one another.

This year, the JCC will have two themes:

(1) UK merger control: where are we now and where are we going?
With the ERRA13 reforms now bedded down, it is an opportune time to consider recent
developments, current controversies and what is next for merger control in the UK. This panel
will examine key issues from a procedural and substantive perspective – from the CMA's use of
IEOs to trends in substantive assessment and remedy design to the future role of public
interest considerations and, of course, the impact of Brexit.

(2) Competition law in a digital world
The competition law spotlight is firmly focussed on the digital sphere, whether AI and
algorithms, big data and the internet of things, e-commerce and digital platforms, or search and
social networks. This panel will consider current hot topics, open questions and whether
antitrust enforcement can keep pace with technological developments.

We would like to hear from you…
We are now looking for speakers, regardless of age or experience, including non-partner
solicitors and non-silk barristers, and in-house counsel, economists, competition authority
officials and academics at an equivalent level. As well as the opportunity to make a 30 minute
presentation (and participate in a panel discussion) on one of these themes at the JCC, we
also offer our speakers the opportunity to have their presentation published as an article in the
Competition Law Journal.
Please outline what you would like to speak about and send this to
ervisa.alushi@euclid-law.eu as soon as possible, and no later than 5pm on 21 July 2017.

If you wish to attend the conference, watch this space…
th

Further details about registration for the 11 Annual JCC will be published on the Competition
Law Journal’s website and LinkedIn group page in due course.
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